Secondary School Certificate Annual/Supplementary Examination, 20___

Registration No. ____________________

Muslim/Non Muslim: ____________________

Pakistani/Non Pakistani: ____________________

Male/Female: ____________________

Medium: Urdu/English ____________________

Photograph
1.5 x 2
affix here with
Gum only &
background must
be Blue

Group: (Science/Arts/etc.) ____________________

Tehsil: ____________________

District: ____________________

Old Roll No. ____________ Board ____________ Year ____________

□ Annual □ Supply

APPEARING:-

First Time Appearance □ Marks Improve □ Fail as a whole □ Reappear Part Wise Papers □ Additional □ Others □

Candidate’s Name in Urdu ____________________

Candidate’s Name in English ____________________

(Use Capital Words Only)

Bay-Form No. of Candidate: ____________________

Father’s Name in Urdu ____________________

Father’s Name in English ____________________

(Use Capital Words Only)

Father/Guardian’s CNIC No. ____________________

Date of Birth DAY MONTH YEAR In Words: ____________________

Mark of Identification: ____________________ Father/Guardian’s Phone No. ____________________

Present Home Address in English ____________________ Tehsil: ____________________ District: ____________________

Present Home Address in Urdu ____________________ Tehsil: ____________________ District: ____________________

Specialty □ Blind □ Handicap □ Prisoner □ Board Employee

Subjects to appear in 9th
1. Urdu 2. English 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. ____________________

Subjects to appear in 10th
1. Urdu 2. English 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. ____________________

For English Medium Candidates Only

Do you want to appear: i. Islamiat (comp) in Urdu Medium Yes / No

For Non Muslim Candidates Only

Non-Muslims desiring to offer Ethics alternative to Islamiat (comp) should mention here: ____________________

Students of foreign origin offering subject of “Geography of Pakistan” should write below number and date of the permission letter issued by the Board and copy of such letter should be attached as Proof:

Letter No. ____________________ Date: ____________________

Affidavit: I have read this form. The data/information on this form and in online system is same as last entered immodified / provided by me and its correctness is only my responsibility. I understand that only the information / data provided in the online system along with the photograph and some other handwritten details on this form will be used for further processing. I accept all the terms and conditions in this regard.

Candidate’s Signature in Urdu ____________________

Candidate’s Signature in English ____________________

Name ____________________ CNIC No. ____________________

Candidate’s Thumb Impression ____________________

Name of Institution with Code ____________________

Signature of Head/Principal with Stamp ____________________

Tehsil: ____________________ District: ____________________